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Figure 2.12: Energy of secondary de-excitation gamma-ray versus kinetic energy of the incident
proton (left) and neutron (right) in the GEANT detector simulation assuming the T2K beam ⌫

µ

flux. Each dot corresponds to a single gamma-ray. The dotted vertical line in the right panel
indicates the boundary of the energy ranges covered by two di↵erent simulators. It can be seen
that the absolute yield and kinematics of de-excitation gamma-rays are treated di↵erently between
the two simulators.
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FIG. 7. Tree-level dark matter scattering o↵ nucleons mediated by the vector and scalar portals.

neutrino elastic scattering analysis [19] with
O(105) events and a measured energy spec-
trum, which provides the natural background
for any dark matter beam search. We use an
estimate for the total POT prior to the 2012
shutdown for the NOvA upgrade.

The simulation of the dark matter beam used a
re-weighting technique, first determining the dark
matter trajectories that intersect the detector, and
subsequently weighting them according to the pro-
duction distributions discussed earlier in Sec. 2. We
will describe these two steps in more detail below,
starting with the generation of the dark matter tra-
jectories.

For direct production at either T2K or MINOS,
the V ’s were generated over an array of kinemat-
ically allowed momenta, and each V was decayed
isotropically into a random pair of �’s in the V ’s
center of mass frame. The lifetime of the V is short
enough for the parameter space considered that it
will decay before escaping the target, and so the
propagation of the V through the target is ignored
in the simulation. The trajectories of each of the �
particles are then checked to determine if they pass
through the fiducial volume of the corresponding
near detector. These trajectories are recorded along
with the energy of the �. The treatment of indirect
production at T2K, MINOS and MiniBooNE was
similar (see [12]), but required the extra initial step
of first generating kinematically allowed meson tra-
jectories, with each then decayed isotropically into
a V and a � in the meson rest frame. The newly
produced V is then treated in the same manner as
in the direct production simulation.

With the trajectories in hand, for each point in pa-
rameter space the expected number of events could
be determined by weighting them according to the
production distribution f(✓, p), the scattering cross
section �e↵

N�(E), and the distance R which � propa-
gates through the detector. There is also an overall
measure factor: � = �p�✓��/(2⇡) for indirect pro-
duction, or � = �p for direct production, where the
� quantities refer to the step sizes used in the sim-
ulation for � or V production. Note that the dis-
tance R travelled through the MINOS near detector
and ND280 will almost always equal the length of
the detector Ldet shown in Table I. For INGRID,

it will occasionally be twice the listed number if it
passes through the center of the detector, where two
of the detector’s modules overlap. MiniBooNE uses
a spherical detector, and so R can vary significantly
in this case.

The final expression for the expected number of
elastic nucleon dark matter scattering events is given
by

NN�!N� = nN ⇥ ✏e↵ (25)

⇥
X

prod.
chans.

0

@N�

X

trajec. i

Ri�
e↵
N�(Ei)f(✓i, pi)�i

1

A ,

where nN is the nucleon density in the detector,
while ✏e↵ is the detection e�ciency for events within
the specified fiducial volume and cuts on momentum
transfer. We will assume that lower cuts are above
the range for coherent elastic scattering, so that our
nucleon-level treatment in (24) should be reliable.
We will also assume that the detection e�ciencies
do not deteriorate significantly for the full range of
momentum transfer relevant for DM scattering. The
production quantities are given by

N� =

(
2NPOT ⇥ nT lT�PT direct

2N' ⇥ Br(' ! X + · · · ) indirect
,(26)

f(✓, p) =

(
fV (p) ⇥ 3

4 (1 � cos2 ✓) direct

f IND
' (✓, p) indirect

. (27)

The distributions for direct (fV (p)) and indirect
(f IND(✓, p) = fBMPT

' (✓, p) or fSW(✓, p)) production
were discussed in Sec. 2.2 Note that the meaning of
p and ✓ varies depending on the context. For direct
production, p is the V momentum, and ✓ is the an-
gle between the dark matter and the beam in the
V rest frame. For indirect production, both p and
✓ refer to those of the original meson � in the lab
frame. The direct production parameters in N� are

2 For T2K, rather than fBMPT(✓, p), the indirect production
distribution used was a parametrization of data from NA61
[20], using a replica T2K target. However, the results are
consistent with those using the BMPT parametrization.
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direct production	 Motivation
Uncertainty of secondary gamma emission in water is one of 
the main source of systematic error in NC gamma study.
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Figure 2.12: Energy of secondary de-excitation gamma-ray versus kinetic energy of the incident
proton (left) and neutron (right) in the GEANT detector simulation assuming the T2K beam ⌫

µ

flux. Each dot corresponds to a single gamma-ray. The dotted vertical line in the right panel
indicates the boundary of the energy ranges covered by two di↵erent simulators. It can be seen
that the absolute yield and kinematics of de-excitation gamma-rays are treated di↵erently between
the two simulators.
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Motivation
Uncertainty of secondary gamma emission in water is one of 
the main source of systematic error in NC gamma study.
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Figure 2.12: Energy of secondary de-excitation gamma-ray versus kinetic energy of the incident
proton (left) and neutron (right) in the GEANT detector simulation assuming the T2K beam ⌫

µ

flux. Each dot corresponds to a single gamma-ray. The dotted vertical line in the right panel
indicates the boundary of the energy ranges covered by two di↵erent simulators. It can be seen
that the absolute yield and kinematics of de-excitation gamma-rays are treated di↵erently between
the two simulators.
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FIG. 5. Left: d�
�
pp ! V ! ��†� /dE�d✓ in the case of scalar � and vector V for mV = 1 GeV and m� = 100, 300, 450 MeV

(solid, dashed, dotted) for pp collisions at T2K ND280 at ✓ = 2�. The cusps at the kinematic limits for larger m� are the
result of a degeneracy in the angle between � and the beam direction in the lab frame, ✓, as a function of its value in the V
rest frame, ✓̂, for relatively small DM velocities (e.g. in the limit that the DM is produced at threshold, ✓ = 0 for all ✓̂). Right:
The same for pp collisions at MINOS at ✓ = 0.025�.

FIG. 6. Pseudoscalar meson production distributions fBMPT(✓, p) in angle (left) and momentum (right), according to the
fit [18], scaled to the beam energy and target composition for MINOS and T2K. These distributions determine the indirect
production of vectors via e.g. ⌘ ! V �. Note that the fitted distributions have an unphysical low-energy tail at large angles
which we exclude in the analysis.

duction distribution for MINOS and T2K, we
make use of an analytic fit fBMPT(✓, p) [18] to
data for (averaged ⇡+ and ⇡�) pion production
obtained over a range of energies, which can be
scaled to cover the target materials for the ex-
periments of interest. Example distributions
for MINOS and T2K configurations are shown
in Fig. 6. We have also tested this distribution
against existing data published by NA61 [20]
for the T2K target configuration, and found
good agreement. The aforementioned NA61

data is used to estimate the total pion flux at
T2K. As there is currently no equivalent pion
production dataset for MINOS, the pion pro-
duction cross section was estimated by scaling
the NA61 measured total cross section using
the relative magnitudes of the BMPT distri-
butions for T2K and MINOS.1 The produc-
tion rates of negatively and positively charged

1 The total ⇡+ flux could also be determined by working
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Beam structure	
•  8 bunches per spill	
•  bunch is 24 ns wide	
•  separated by 581 ns	
•  (spill delivered every 3 s)	
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make use of an analytic fit fBMPT(✓, p) [18] to
data for (averaged ⇡+ and ⇡�) pion production
obtained over a range of energies, which can be
scaled to cover the target materials for the ex-
periments of interest. Example distributions
for MINOS and T2K configurations are shown
in Fig. 6. We have also tested this distribution
against existing data published by NA61 [20]
for the T2K target configuration, and found
good agreement. The aforementioned NA61

data is used to estimate the total pion flux at
T2K. As there is currently no equivalent pion
production dataset for MINOS, the pion pro-
duction cross section was estimated by scaling
the NA61 measured total cross section using
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data for (averaged ⇡+ and ⇡�) pion production
obtained over a range of energies, which can be
scaled to cover the target materials for the ex-
periments of interest. Example distributions
for MINOS and T2K configurations are shown
in Fig. 6. We have also tested this distribution
against existing data published by NA61 [20]
for the T2K target configuration, and found
good agreement. The aforementioned NA61

data is used to estimate the total pion flux at
T2K. As there is currently no equivalent pion
production dataset for MINOS, the pion pro-
duction cross section was estimated by scaling
the NA61 measured total cross section using
the relative magnitudes of the BMPT distri-
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tion rates of negatively and positively charged
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scaled to cover the target materials for the ex-
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for MINOS and T2K configurations are shown
in Fig. 6. We have also tested this distribution
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for the T2K target configuration, and found
good agreement. The aforementioned NA61

data is used to estimate the total pion flux at
T2K. As there is currently no equivalent pion
production dataset for MINOS, the pion pro-
duction cross section was estimated by scaling
the NA61 measured total cross section using
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Nuclear deexcitation gammas after the neutrino-oxygen �
neutral-current quasielastic (NCQE) interaction �
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contribution of p3/2 is overwhelming:	
6.32 MeV from (p3/2)p	

6.18 MeV from (p3/2)n 	

PRL 108 052502 (2012)	

excited nucleus decays by emitting gammas	

Motivation
Uncertainty of secondary gamma emission in water is one of 
the main source of systematic error in NC gamma study.
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Figure 2.12: Energy of secondary de-excitation gamma-ray versus kinetic energy of the incident
proton (left) and neutron (right) in the GEANT detector simulation assuming the T2K beam ⌫

µ

flux. Each dot corresponds to a single gamma-ray. The dotted vertical line in the right panel
indicates the boundary of the energy ranges covered by two di↵erent simulators. It can be seen
that the absolute yield and kinematics of de-excitation gamma-rays are treated di↵erently between
the two simulators.
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16O	
⌫ γ	

In our approach, the cross section of !-ray production
following a NC QE interaction, "!, is written in the form

"! ! "ð#þ 16
8 O ! #þ !þ Y þ NÞ ¼

X

$

"ð#þ 16
8 O

! #þ X$ þ NÞBrðX$ ! !þ YÞ; (1)

where N is the knocked out nucleon, X$ denotes the
residual nucleus in the state $, and Y is the system result-
ing from the electromagnetic decay of X$, e.g., 15

8 O, 15
7 N,

14
7 Nþ n, or 14

6 Cþ p [12–14]. The energy spectrum of the
states of the residual nuclei is schematically illustrated
in Fig. 2.

According to the shell model, nuclear dynamics can be
described by a mean field. In the simplest implementation
of this model, protons in the 16

8 O nucleus occupy three
states, 1p1=2, 1p3=2, and 1s1=2, with removal energy 12.1,
18.4, and &42 MeV, respectively [15–17]. The neutron
levels exhibit the same pattern, see Fig. 1, but are
more deeply bound by 3.54 MeV [14]. Since below

nucleon-emission threshold the deexcitation process is
governed only by energy differences, the proton and neu-
tron holes yield photons of very similar energy, the differ-
ences being as small as &0:1 MeV (see Fig. 2).
The calculation of the NC QE cross section, "ð#þ

16
8 O ! #þ X$ þ NÞ, has been performed within the
approach discussed in Refs. [18,19] for the case of
charged-current (CC) interactions, whereas the branch-
ing ratios BrðX$ ! !þ YÞ have been taken from
Refs. [12,20].
Following Refs. [18,19], we write the NC QE cross

section in the form

d"#A

d!dE0
#
¼

X

N¼p;n

Z
d3pdEP

Nðp; EÞ
M

EN

d"#N

d!dE0
#
; (2)

where EN ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
M2 þ p2p

, M being the nucleon mass,
d"#N=d!dE0

# denotes the elementary neutrino-nucleon
cross section, and the spectral function PNðp; EÞ yields
the probability of removing a nucleon of momentum p
from the target leaving the residual nucleus with energy
Eþ E0 'M, E0 being the target ground-state energy.
In the nuclear shell model, nucleons occupy single-

particle states %$ with binding energy 'E$ (E$ > 0). As
a consequence, knockout of a target nucleon leaves the
residual system in a bound state, and the spectral function
can be conveniently written in the form

PNðp; EÞ ¼
X

$2fFg
n$j%$ðpÞj2f$ðE' E$Þ; (3)

where %$ðpÞ is the momentum-space wave function asso-
ciated with the $th shell model state and the sum is
extended to all occupied states belonging to the Fermi
sea fFg. The occupation probability n$ ( 1 and the
(unit-normalized) function f$ðE' E$Þ, describing the en-
ergy width of the $th state, account for the effects of
nucleon-nucleon (NN) correlations, not included in the
mean-field picture. In the absence of correlations, n$ !
1 and f$ðE' E$Þ ! &ðE' E$Þ.
Precise measurements of the coincidence (e, e0p) cross

section, yielding direct access to the target spectral func-
tion, have provided unambiguous evidence of deviations
from the mean-field scenario, leading to significant deple-
tion of the single-particle states [15–17]. The data at large
missing momentum and large missing energy [i.e., large
jpj and large E in Eq. (2)], collected at Jefferson Lab by the
JLAB E97-006 Collaboration, indicate that NN correla-
tions push &20% of the total strength to continuum states
outside the Fermi sea [21].
A realistic model of the proton spectral function of

oxygen has been obtained within the local density approxi-
mation (LDA), combining the experimental data of
Ref. [15] with the results of theoretical calculations of
the correlation contribution in uniform nuclear matter at
different densities [18,22]. The results reported in Ref. [18]
show that the LDA spectral function provides an accurate

FIG. 2. Low-lying excited levels of the residual nuclei pro-
duced in 16

8 Oð#;#0NÞ scattering. Energies are measured with
respect to the 15

7 N ground state.

FIG. 1 (color online). Schematic representation of neutral-
current neutrino scattering off oxygen.
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Figure 2.12: Energy of secondary de-excitation gamma-ray versus kinetic energy of the incident

proton (left) and neutron (right) in the GEANT detector simulation assuming the T2K beam
⌫

µ

flux. Each dot corresponds to a single gamma-ray. The dotted vertical line in the right panel

indicates the boundary of the energy ranges covered by two di↵erent simulators. It can be seen

that the absolute yield and kinematics of de-excitation gamma-rays are treated di↵erently between

the two simulators.
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•  neutrino-oxygen NC cross section!

•  measure neutrino flux, disappearance of active neutrinos would indicate sterile neutrinos!

•  search for dark matter candidates produced in T2K beam using time-of-flight!
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Status&of&NC&Gamma&work&
•  Run$IV$analysis$•  secondary$gamma$simula3on$
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•  use$3ming$in$reconstruc3on$
•  T2K$official$code$
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Analysis of neutrino-oxygen NCQE events in T2K Super-K	
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Selection cuts	
•  4 – 30 MeV reconstructed energy	
•  > 34° Cherenkov angle to remove muons	
•  ±100 ns of beam timing	
•  fiducial volume	
•  reconstruction quality cuts	
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Conclusion	
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Search for low mass dark matter candidate produced in T2K neutrino beam	
•  understand detection of deexcitation gammas in Super-K after neutrino-oxygen NCQE	
•  plan to apply to DM search	
•  DM/neutrino discrimination using time of flight	
•  compare ratio of neutrino and DM for model-independent cross section	

Dark Sectors 2016, 30 April 2016	


